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Saturday 1 December 2018 

9.30 Gathering at  Pražské kreativní centrum (Prague Creative Center) - Staroměstské 
náměstí 41, Prague 1  

 

10.00 Welcome  

Welcome to Prague   Martina Schlegelová 

 

Presentation of Fabulamundi  Claudia Di Giacomo 

Presentation of the workshop  Cristina Da Milano & François Matarasso 

 

10.30 Introducing the group  

Getting to know each other and our expectations    

 

11.30 BREAK 

12.00 Crossing borders  

What assumptions do we make about others (artistic community and audiences) – at 

home and abroad? 

 

13.00 LUNCH 

14.30 Working across borders 

                  The experience of working in theatre in different cultures  

15.30 BREAK 

16.00 Reading the city  

                  A walk through the neighbourhood, open to impressions and ideas 

Lead by Michaela Pixova, a social geographer and postdoctoral researcher at the Charles 

University in Prague  

17.30 DINNER AT MISTRAL CAFÉ (VALENTINSKÁ 11/56, PRAHA 1) 

19.00 Evening show or social time  
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Sunday 2 December 2018 
 

09.30 GATHERING AT PRAGUE CREATIVE CENTER 

 

10.00 Meeting with the experts from Hate Free agency and other NGO´s (focused on the 

migration and integration process) 

The expert Lukáš Houdek (coordinator of the HateFree project) speaks how the Czech 

society is dealing with the new situation. 

  

11.00 Immersive theatre and CAMPQ project in frame of Prague Quadrieannale 2019   

presented by the director Martina Schlegelová and the curator Ivo Kristian Kubák  

11.30 BREAK 

12.00 Group discussion 

Reflection among participants on the morning session  

 

13.00 LUNCH 

14.00 How to write for immersive theatre - panel discussion with Czech directors, dramaturgs 

and experts in the field of immersive theatre 

(Martina Schlegelová – artistic director of Theatre Letí, Ivo Kristián Kubák - artistic director 

of VILA Štvanice, Kateřina Součková – dramaturg of Pomezí, Tomáš Loužný - director) 

 

15.00 Group discussion 

Reflection between participants on the afternoon session  

 

16.00 BREAK / SOCIAL TIME 

 

17.00 Dinner at Mistrál Café (Valentinská 11/56, Praha 1)  
 

19.00 Evening show or social time 

 

  

https://www.cidob.org/en/experts/blanca_garces_mascarenas
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Monday 3 December 2018 
 

09.00 GATHERING AT VILA ŠTVANICE, ŠTVANICE 858, PRAGUE 7 

09:30 Meetings with 3 Czech artistic directors and dramaturgs 

Marta Ljubková, National Theatre Prague 

Eva Zembok, director, Theatre X10, Prague 

Klára Novotná, dramaturg, Czech Radio 

12.00 LUNCH 

13.00  Meetings with 4 Czech artistic directors and dramaturgs 

Hana Hložková, dramaturg, Naitonal Theatre Brno, Czech Radio Brno 

Michal Zahálka, dramaturg, Prague City Theaters 

Jana Slouková, artistic director, Klicperovo Theatre in Hradec Králové 

Sylvie Vůjtková, dramaturg, National Moravian-Silesian Theatre in Ostrava 

 

15.30 Impressions of the visit 

Reflection between participants on the experience of the MobPro  

Evaluation and next steps  

 

16.30 CLOSING 

Goodbyes and departures  
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The Mob Pro team:  

Cristina Da Milano and François Matarasso 
 

 

 

Cristina Da Milano holds a degree in Archaeology (University of Rome, IT) and the MA in 

Museum Studies (University of Leicester, UK). She is president of ECCOM (European Centre for 

Cultural Organisation and Management), an organisation founded in 1995 which carries out 

research projects at a national and international level on the issue of the social role of culture 

and of the impact of lifelong learning processes within the cultural sector. She has been 

involved in several EU funded projects and studies and she took part in the  “Study on Audience 

Development” funded by the DG Culture and Education of the European Commission. She 

lectures in many post-graduate courses and Masters and is member of the board of directors of 

Culture Action Europe and Teatro di Roma. 

 

François Matarasso is a community artist, writer and researcher based in the UK. He works 

freelance, mostly for cultural organisations, NGOs and foundations, and has gained experience 

in over 40 countries. He has published influential research on the social impact of participation 

in culture and a book on participatory art will be published in November. Among others he is 

currently working with National Theatre Wales, Graeae and Banlieues Bleues. 

www.parliamentofdreams.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.parliamentofdreams.com/
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The speakers 
 

Hana Hložková 

Theatre and radio dramaturg. She has worked on many plays of contemporary Czech and foreign 

playwrights in Slovácké Theatre Uherské Hradiště, Czech Radio Brno and the National Theatre 

Brno. 

The National Theatre Brno is the major theatre house in Brno (the second largest city in the 

Czech Republic). It was established in 1884. It now consists of three stages: Mahen Theatre (for 

drama), originally the German-language Theatre on the Walls (construction finished in 1882), the 

first theatre building on the continent with electric lighting (designed by Thomas Alva Edison 

himself), Janáček Theatre (for opera and ballet), a modern building from 1961–1965 and Reduta 

Theatre (for modern drama), the oldest theatre house in Central Europe, recently reconstructed. 

In December 1767 the twelve-year-old Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart gave a concert there. 

 

Marta Ljubková  

Chief dramaturg of National Theatre in Prague. She leads lectures about czech contemporary 

literature and playwrighting both in Czech Republic and abroad. She teaches at departement of 

Altenrative and Puppet theatre at Theatre Academy in Prague (DAMU). 

The National Theatre is the prime stage of the Czech Republic. It is also one of the symbols of 

national identity and a part of the European cultural space, with a tradition spanning more than 

130 years. It is the bearer of the national cultural heritage, as well as a space for free artistic 

creation. 

Today, the National Theatre is made up of four artistic companies – the Opera, Drama, Ballet and 

Laterna magika. It artistically manages four stages – the three historical buildings: the National 

Theatre (1883), the State Opera (1888), and the Estates Theatre (1783), and the more recently 

opened New Stage (1983). The Opera, Drama and Ballet companies perform not only titles from 

the ample classical legacy, in addition to Czech works, they also focus on contemporary 

international creation. 

 

Klára Novotná 

Dramaturg in Czech Radio. She worked on many plays of contemporary Czech and foreign 

playwrights 

Český rozhlas (= Czech Radio) is the public radio broadcaster of the Czech Republic, operating 

since 1923. The service broadcasts throughout the Czech Republic nationally and locally. Its four 

national services are Radiožurnál, Dvojka, Vltava and Plus. 

It is the oldest radio broadcaster in continental Europe and the second oldest in Europe after the 

BBC from the United Kingdom. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theater_(structure)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brno
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stage_(theatre)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahen_Theatre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continental_Europe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Alva_Edison
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan%C3%A1%C4%8Dek_Theatre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reduta_Theatre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reduta_Theatre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_Europe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wolfgang_Amadeus_Mozart
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Jana Slouková 

Dramaturg and artistic director of Klicpera Theatre in Hradec Králové. She translates from 

deutch. Via her translations she has introduced plays by Roland Schimmelpfennig, Reto Finger, 

Volker Schmidt, etc. 

The Klicpera´s Theater in Hradec Králové was opened in 1885, professional company started 

operating in 1949. The greatest success achieved after a coup in 1989. Since that time, the whole 

area of the Klicpera´s theater in the old city changed beyond recognition, his ten historic 

buildings including the main theater building has undergone major renovations, which with 

increasing levels of artistic has caused that the Klicpera´s Theater (since 2007 public service 

company – p. s. c.) has become the natural center of the cultural capital of northeastern 

Bohemia. It was also four times appointed as Theater of the year in the Czech Republic, on the 

basis of the prestigious Alfred Radok Foundation. 

The Klicpera´s Theater p. s. c. is the main organizer of an annual theater festival of European 

regions and Waiting for Wenceslas. It operates in Hradec Králové on four stages - the main 400 

seats, 130 seats in Studio Beseda, intimate scene  with 50 seats in the Attic and summer scene of 

300 seats. 

 

Sylvie Vůjtková 

Dramaturg of the National Moravian-Silesian Theatre in Ostrava.  

The National Moravian-Silesian Theatre with a seat in Ostrava is the biggest and oldest 

professional theatre in the Moravian-Silesian region and at the same time the biggest cultural 

institution established by the statutory city of Ostrava. It is a noticeable centre of cultural, 

spiritual, intellectual and social life of citizens of Ostrava and of its wide surroundings. It is the 

only theatre in Moravia, which has four artistic companies – opera, drama, operetta/musical and 

ballet, which perform regularly on two permanent scenes - in the Antonín Dvořák Theatre and in 

the Jiří Myron Theatre. The theatre presents 16-19 premieres per year and plays almost 500 

performances. 

 

Ewa Zembok 

Director and dramaturge of independent scene Theatre X10 in Prague. She works with Theatres 

in Czech Republic and in Poland. She i salso occasional translator. 

Theatre X10 was founded in 2013 by dramaturg Lenka Havlíková, director Ewa Zembok and 

actress Anna Císařovská. Nowadays theatre is based in House of Arts Industry. Theatre X10 stages 

mainly contemporary plays of Czech and foreign playwrights. It also iniciates creation of new 

plays. It is theatre of contemporary dramaturgy and of controversial and provocative topics. 
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Michal Zahálka 

Dramaturg of Prague City Theatres. Translator from English (Torben Betts) and French (Florian 

Zeller, Joel Pommerat). 

Prague City Theatres are one of Prague’s most significant cultural institutions with a rich history 

dating back to 1950. Since its establishment, it has been a theatre organisation with an acting 

ensemble performing in several different venues around Prague’s central Wenceslas Square. The 

venues changed over time, but the spirit remained mostly intact, with the most famous era being 

the one led by director Ota Ornest (from the 1950s to early 1970s) when the theatre’s ensemble 

was considered one of the finest in the country, well known for performing contemporary drama 

(even from western countries) and, at times, also overtly political reinterpretations of classic 

works of drama. In early 1960s, the world-famous Czech director Alfréd Radok was a frequent 

collaborator. 

Beginning in 2018, with a new management headed by Daniel Přibyl as managing director and 

Michal Dočekal as artistic chief, Prague City Theatres will be comprised of three main venues: 

Rokoko, ABC, and Komedie Theatre, all located within a few minutes’ walk on a single street in 

central Prague, Vodičkova Street. In addition to those venues, activities and productions in the 

open air or in various non-theatrical buildings are planned. All in all, the aim is to transform 

Prague City Theatres into a theatre institution with international connections, one that will tackle 

deep issues of the modern day and play an active role in the development of Czech and 

European theatre and society. 
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The Fabulamundi authors participating 

 

Marc Artigau (Spain) 

Marc Artigau is a graduate in Stage Directing and Playwriting from the Institut del Teatre de 

Barcelona. As a playwright, he has premiered Cain & Abel (Biblioteca de Catalunya, 

2016), Caixes (Sala Flyhard, 2015), Arbres (Sala Beckett, 2014), Aquellos días azules (Círcol Maldà, 

2014), Un mosquit petit (TNC, 2014), El balneari (Temporada Alta, 2013), Una nena nua llepa-li la 

pell llepa-li la pell a una nena nua (Open Rehearsal, Teatre Lliure 2010), A prop (Teatre del 

Micalet, València, 2012) and Ushuaia (Ciutat de Sagunt Prize 2008 and Marqués de Bradomín 

Second Prize 2008). As a dramaturg he has worked with Julio Manrique on L’ànec Salvatge, Oriol 

Broggi on L’orfe del clan dels Zhao, Àngel Llàcer on El Petit Príncep and Juan Carlos Martel 

on Moby Dick, among others. He has won various literary awards: the Ciutat de Sagunt Prize 

2009 and the Ramon Vinyes Prize 2009 for Les sense ànima, the Lluís Solà Prize 2011 

for Formigues and the Talúries Prize for Theatre 2011 and Marqués de Bradomín Second Prize 

2011 for Caixes. He has published the novel for young people Els perseguidors de paraules and, 

with Jordi Basté, Un home cau; and in poetry, Primers Auxilis, Vermella and Desterrats. He has 

been a contributor to press and radio and currently takes part in El món on Rac1. 

 

Alexa Bacanu (Romania) 

Alexa Băcanu is a playwright and cultural manager based in Cluj-Napoca, Romania. Beginning 

with 2009, she has written plays that have been staged in both independent and state theatres, 

and have been published in cultural magazines and anthology volumes. 

She has worked as a dramaturge at the Turda Municipal Theatre between 2009-2011 and as a PR 

Representative at the Craiova National Theatre between 2011-2013. 

From 2014 she started working with Reactor, a multi-purpose cultural space and independent 

theatre in Cluj-Napoca, Transylvania. Depending on the project, she is a project manager, PR 

specialist or playwright. As a cultural operator, she is interested in developing projects 

concerning contemporary dramaturgy and offering means of expression for young theatre 

professionals. As a playwright, she is interested in experimenting with structure and narrative 

and looks for subjects that are rooted in reality, but offer room for fantasy. 

Her latest staged works include Neverland (at the 3G independent theatre in Târgu Mureș, 

director: Leta Popescu), M.I.S.A.PĂRUT/MoSIAnderstanding (Reactor, Cluj-Napoca, director: 

Dragoș Mușoiu), S.ocietate cu R.ăspundere L.imitată/L.imited T.ransparency D.emographics 

(collective creation at the Paintbrush Factory, producer: Colectiv A, director: Florin Caracala), 

Bucharest 41 Tour-Retour (collective creation, Jewish State Theatre, Bucharest, director: 

Alexandru Berceanu), Call it art! (National Theatre Cluj-Napoca, director: Leta Popescu). 
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Davide Carnevali (Italy) 

With Variazioni sul modello di Kraepelin, Davide Carnevali (Milan, 1981) won the German prize 

“Theatertext als Hörspiel” by Berlin Theatertreffen’s Stückemarkt, the Italian prize “Marisa 

Fabbri”, both in 2009, and the French prize “Journée des Auteurs de Lyon” in 2012. With Come fu 

che in Italia scoppiò la rivoluzione ma nessuno se ne accorse he won the prize “Borrello alla nuova 

drammaturgia” in 2011. The first part of the “Diptych of Europe”, Sweet Home Europa, was 

premiered in 2012 by the Schauspielhaus Bochum, and as a radio drama by the Deutschlandradio 

Kultur. In 2013 Carnevali was included among the 35 most representative authors of Berlin 

Theatertreffen’s Stückemarkt, which commissioned the writing of the second part of the 

“Diptych”, Goodbye Europa. Lost Words. In the same year he won the “Premio Riccione per il 

Teatro” (Italian National Prize for new drama) with Ritratto di donna araba che guarda il mare. In 

2016 he received a Mention of Honor at the prize “Platea” for Menelao. He obtained a Ph.D. in 

Theatre Theory at the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, after a period of studies at the Freie 

Universität Berlin. He teaches Theatre Theory and Playwriting at the Theatre Academy Paolo 

Grassi in Milan and run workshops in different theatres and institutions. He is member of the 

Dramaturgy Commission of the Catalonian National Theatre and advisor for IT Independent 

Theatre Festival in Milan; he is also member of the editorial board of the theatre magazines 

“(Pausa.)” and “Estudis Escènics”, and he writes for Italian and international journals about 

German and Ibero-American theatre. He is also editor and translates from Catalan, French and 

Spanish. In 2017 he published the essay Forma dramática y representación del mundo en el 

teatro europeo contemporáneo for the Mexican publish house Paso de Gato. His plays have been 

presented in various international seasons and festivals and have been translated into Catalan, 

English, Estonian, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian and 

Spanish. 

 

Aurore Jacob (France) 

After obtaining her Master’s degree in theatre from the Sorbonne, Aurore swapped theory for 

the stage. She has written twelve plays, some of them published by Théâtre Ouvert, Lansman, 

Koinè and En Acte(s). She likes to shake up her writing habits by writing directly on stage, as she 

did for the F3 project, now in production, and for which she has been working with Solenn Denis 

and Julie Menard within the context of laboratory work for alternative societies for Oh ! le 

Collectif de la surprise, scheduled for 2017.  

Bibliography: 

Au bout du couloir à droite, Edition Théâtre Ouvert-Tapuscrit 2015 ; Mandarin Translation, 

Maison Bookman 2016 

Seuls les vivants peuvent mourir, Edition Théâtre Ouvert, Tapuscrit 2015 

Le Malheur des uns ne fait pas le bonheur, En Acte(s) 2015 

Enquête sur une évaporation avant l’oubli, Edition Koïné, 2016 

Instantanés, Lansman Editeur 2016 

Prizes, awards, grants: 

SUR/EXPOSITION – Production Grant – from the Centre National du Théâtre (ARTCENA) 2016 

Enquête sur une évaporation avant l’oubli – Panta Théâtre reading committee selection 2016 

Fabulamundi selection Playwriting Europe 2015-2016 
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Seuls les vivants peuvent mourir – Finalist for the Grand Prix de Littérature Dramatique 2017 

Heinz et Bretzel – Finalist for the Prix Catiminio 2016 

Le sens de l’escargot – Finalist for the prix des Jardins d’Arlequin 2016 

 

David Košťák (Czech Republic) 

David Kostak was born in 1991 in Prague. He graduated in Theory and criticism of theatre in 

DAMU (Theatre Acadacemy) in Prague. Apart from his own writing he also translates from plays 

from english and he is dramaturg of Theatre LETÍ. He started to write his own plays during his 

studies but he debuted in 2013, when Theatre LETÍ performed his short play Fresh Love. The play 

already dealed with topics that he works with quite often in his work – man responsibility at the 

level of interpersonal relationships, but also his responsibility for a state of todays world. In his 

plays he often works with remarkable metaphor and with elements of magic realism, that are at 

a starting point of a plot. It can be said especially about his „space trilogy“, which 

contains: Taxistyx (Theatre LETÍ) about mother that runs away from her family responsibility via 

taxis in which time passes more slow; Over the spilled milkyway(Czech Radio, Theatre Karlovy 

Vary) and his adaptation of a story of the famous dog My name is Lajka that should educate the 

youngest audience about manipulation of totalitary regimes. 

His work is quite varied when it comes to genre. Among his plays there can be found post-

dramatic plays (Taxistyx, Heart belongs to jali) intimate relationship dramas (Over the spilled 

milkyway), plays for children (My name is Lajka, radio western for teenagers No country for 

young men, family musical The Chroniclers – brief history in musical) but also adaptations of 

classic literature (Lady with Camels, Don Quijote’s Awakening, The Chronicle of death foretold, 

Solaris). Despite the diversity of his plays and different audience groups David Košťák still has 

distinctive voice due his significant work with language. 

He started to write plays on comission quite recently but he still saves some time for writing that 

is not meant to concrete theatre. At this moment he writes play with big cast for Švandovo 

Theatre in Prague Downotwn – modern myth about city that tries to get wealth from local mines 

so hard that it starts to fall into the ground. From his own iniciative he writes intimate 

relationship drama A Bird Woman from utopian world where people had forbidden birds to 

migrate. 

 

Tomasz Man (Poland) 

Thomas Man polish playwright, theater director, author of theater adaptations and radio plays. 

He attended High School in Rzeszow, while the baccalaureate in the Grammar School No. 1 in 

Wroclaw. In 1989 he began to study Polish philology at the University of Wroclaw, where he 

graduated in 1993. During his studies he performed in student theater and music bands. In 1993 

wrote the first play Niebodrzew, awarded in 1995, the Literary Competition of Young Artists The 

Verdict. The first art of Tomasz Man, which appeared in print was Katarantka, published in 1998, 

in the “Dialogue”. In 2000 he graduated from directing at the Theatre Academy in Warsaw and 

his debut as a director Balladyna by Juliusz Slowacki, issued at the Dramatic Theatre in Bialystok. 

In subsequent years, he directed 50 productions including the in Warsaw,  Szczecin,  Wroclaw,  

Poznań, Toruń, Gdańsk, Elbląg, Zielona Góra, Jelenia Góra, Katowice, Rzeszów, Łódź, Gdynia and 
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Legnica. He directed the Polish Radio Theatre 15 radio plays. Since 2003, the two seasons he was 

the literary director at Teatr im. Siemaszkowa in Rzeszow. In 2003, he co-founded Theatre under 

the Griffins Wroclaw. In 2004-2005 he served as a consultant program in Theatre. Adam 

Mickiewicz University in Czestochowa. Since 2007 he worked as an assistant professor at the 

Department of Puppetry in Wrocław State Higher Theatre School. Ludwik Solski in Krakow, where 

in 2009 he earned his doctorate. He defended his habilitation work in 2013. He conducted 

theater workshops in Italy at the University of Siena, Polish Academy of Sciences, University of 

Lodz, Teatranej Academy in Warsaw. He was a scholar of Goethe Institue in Berlin, Germany and 

Pro Helvetia in Bern, Switzerland. 

Gerhild Steinbuch (Austria) 

Born in Mödling (Austria) in 1983, studied Scenic Writing in Graz (graduating in 2006) and a 

Master’s in Dramaturgy at the “Ernst Busch”, Academy of Dramatic Arts, Berlin (graduating in 

2016). She works as a writer in theatre and music theatre, a freelance dramaturg and a translator 

from English. In 2003 Gerhild Steinbuch won the Schaubühne am Lehniner Platz, Berlin’s 

playwriting competition with ‘kopftot’ (“headdead”). Since then she has won numerous literary 

grants and prizes including the Young Author’s Scholarship of the Hermann-Lenz-Stiftung, the 

Young Literature Prize of the magazine manuskripte and the State Scholarship of the Austrian 

Federal Ministry of Education, Art and Culture. She has taken part in the Vienna Burgtheater‘s 

Werkstatttagen, the Royal Court Theatre, London’s Summer School and the Ingeborg-Bachmann 

Prize. She has won the Author’s Prize at the 4th Franco-German Autorentage and was a scholar 

at the Akademy Schloss Solitude, the prose writer’s workshop at the Literary Colloqium Berlin 

and the Author’s Laboratory at Schauspiel Frankfurt. Gerhild Steinbuch’s plays are represented 

by the Rowohlt Theater Verlag. Her translations for the Berlin Schaubühne include ‘The Yellow 

Wallpaper’ by Charlotte Perkins Gilman (2013) and ‘Ophelia’s Room’ by Alice Birch (2015), which 

were both directed by Katie Mitchell. In 2016 Gerhild Steinbuch worked under the direction of 

Philipp Becker as a dramaturg for the Tellspiele Altdorf. In 2016/17 she was awarded the 

Hannsmann-Poethen scholarship of the State Capital Stuttgart. The resulting musical 

performance was given its world premiere in February 2017 at the ECLAT Festival for New Music. 

The theatrical work she developed together with Laura Linnenbaum ‘Beate Uwe Uwe Selfie Klick’ 

on the NSU and the European right was invited to the 2017 Heidelberger Stückemarkt. She is 

currently working on a commission from the Deutsche Oper Berlin/Münchener Biennale to be 

given its world premiere in 2018. Gerhild Steinbuch teaches at the University of Applied Arts in 

Vienna and at the German Literature Institute in Leipzig. She is a founder member of von ‘Nazis & 

Goldmund’, an alliance of writers against the European right: www.nazisundgoldmund.net 

 

Miroslava Svolikova (Austria) 

Miroslava Svolikova was born in 1986, studied Philosophy in Vienna and Paris, Fine Art at the 

Academy of Fine Arts Vienna and Scenic Writing at uniT Graz. Svolikova has had numerous 

exhibitions, is engaged in a music project and has been published in anthologies and literary 

magazines. In 2015 she won the Retzhof Drama Prize for die hockenden (the crouchers). In 2016 

she was awarded Schauspielhaus Vienna‘s Hans Gratzer Scholarship for Diese Mauer fasst sich 

selbst zusammen und der Stern hat gesprochen, der Stern hat auch was gesagt (This wall is 

http://www.nazisundgoldmund.net/
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pulling itself together and the star has spoken, the star said something too). Both plays were 

invited to the Autorentheatertage Berlin in 2017. Svolikova has also been awarded the literar 

mechana Playwriting Award (2015), the Schiller Memorial Prize’s Young Writer’s Prize (2016), the 

Hermann Sudermann Prize (2017) and the Playwriting Scholarship of the Austrian Federal 

Chancellor’s Office (2017). 

 

Victoria Szpunberg (Spain) 

Buenos Aires, Argentina, 1973 

Playwright and teacher of playwriting at the Institut del Teatre and at the Escola Superior de 

Coreografia de Barcelona. In 2000, she was invited to take part in the International Summer 

Residency for Emerging Playwrights at the Royal Court Theatre with her first play. Since then, her 

works have premiered at different national and international festivals and theatres. Besides her 

career as an author, she has collaborated with different choreographers, signed theatre 

adaptations, worked as a director and written plays for the radio and sound installations. She has 

also participated in theatre and education projects and is a collaborator of the Patothom school 

for social theatre. Highlights among her works include Entre aquí y allá (Lo que dura un 

paseo), The Shop Window (Teatre Nacional de Catalunya, 2003), Esthetic Paradise (Sala Beckett – 

Festival Grec, 2004), The Speaking Machine (a production that she also directed at the Sala 

Beckett, 2007, and at the Sala PIM in Milan, 2008), El meu avi no va anar a Cuba (Festival Grec – 

Sala Beckett, 2008), La marca preferida de las hermanas Clausman(Teatre Tantarantana, 

2010), Boys don’t Cry (Teatre Tantaranta, 2012) and l’Onzena Plaga (Teatre Lliure, 2015). 

 


